Dark Days Bracelet

Materials

7 ft Blue Blend 550 paracord
7 ft Black 550 paracord
5/8 inch buckle

{Cost for this project starts at $4.25}

Click here for our tutorials page

With the blue cord, begin making a four strand double cow's hitch with a slight change at step 7.
See our tutorial for instructions.

Before making the second set of cow's hitches at the other end in step 7 of the tutorial, wrap the working ends around the two core strands about 8-10 times.

This is the second set of cow's hitches. Try to keep the wraps with even tension.

Insert the black cord through the first two cow's hitch knots with equal length on each side.
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Step 1: Insert the black cord through the first twist on either side.

Step 2: Cross the black cords and insert each end in the same space on the opposite side. Continue repeating steps 1 and 2 until you reach the other end keeping it slightly loose.

Step 3: With the blue working end, use a lacing needle to insert the cord up between the first twist in the blue cords.

Step 4: Insert the same working end down through the middle below where the first black cords cross.

Continue repeating steps 3 and 4 as you work down. Then repeat with the other working end.

Step 5: Insert both black cords up through the middle above where the middle core strands ended.
Step 6: Insert each strand down through the black stitch on either side.

Step 7: Bring both black cords up through the middle in the next space down from the previous time.

Step 8: Weave the black cord under the first blue cord then down through the black stitch on the side. Repeat on the other side.

Continue repeating steps 7 and 8 until you reach the end. Then weave each end through a few stitches on the back before trimming and melting.

This made an 8 inch bracelet.